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INTRODUCTION 

Q. Please state your name, business address and employer. 

A. My nanle is W. Craig Conwell. My business address is 405 Hanunett Road, 

Greer, Soutl~ Carolina. I an1 self employed as an independent consultant, 

specializing in teleconmlu~lications cost analysis. 

Q. Have your previously filed testimony in this case? 

A. Yes, I filed testi~no~ly on tlree occasions. On Marc11 24, 2008, I filed direct 

testinlony on behalf of Alltel Conmluilications, LLC ("Alltel"). On June 12, 

2008, I filed supplemental direct testimony, and on July 7, 2008, I filed reply 

testimony. I also testified in the hearing before the South Dakota Public 

Utility Colnnlission (the "Co~mission") held July 29 tlrougl~ July 3 1,2008. 

Q. What is the purpose of your present testimony? 

A. This testinlony is to respond to the supplemental testinlonies of Messrs. Tiin 

Eklund and Nathan A. Weber filed with the Conllnission on April 24, 2009. 

Their testinlonies introduced the results of revised cost studies of the rural 

local exchange carriers (RLECs) re~naiili~lg in this case.' The cost study "re- 

runs" were perfollned in response to changes in the studies required by the 

Collmission in its February 27, 2009 order (the "~rder").' I will describe my 

' The four remaining RLECs are: McCook Cooperative Telephone Colllpaily, Kelulebec 
Telephone Company, Sailtel Colllil~ullicatioils Cooperative and West River Cooperative 
Telephone Coinpany. 

"Findings of Fact, Collclusio~ls of Law; Notice of Elltry of Order," "lil the Matter of the 
Petition of McCook Cooperative Telephoi~e Coillpa~ly for Arbitration Pursuant to the 



findings fro111 reviewing the re-nuls, whether these studies conlply wit11 the 

Co~nn~ission's Order and FCC mles, and wl~ether the resulting transport and 

ter~nination costs are permissible for establisl-Liag reciprocal comnpensation 

rates between the individual RLECs and Alltel. 

SUiMMARY OF TESTIMONY 

What is your overall impression of the revised cost studies? 

I have reviewed scores of RLEC cost studies in twelve arbitrations in ten 

States. The revised cost studies arguably are the 111ost incredible that I have 

seen. These "studies" contain hndanlental internal inconsistencies, beyond 

inconsistencies with the Conullissioll Order and FCC ~ules. Tile studies make 

extraordinary revisio~ls to input data in the original cost studies, wit11 little, if 

any, substantiation. T11e studies increase, rather than reduce, proposed 

tr~~1sp01-t and tenni~lation rates beyond levels that defied credibility in tile first 

place. 

What are the main points of your testimony? 

There are four 1liai11 points that I will nlake in my testimony. I ask the 

Co~ll~nission to co~lsider these before deciding reciprocal comnpensation rates 

for IntraMTA Traffic pursuant to 47 U.S.C. section 252(d)(2) and the FCC 

rules. 

Teleco~ll~nu~lications Act of 1996 to Resolve Issues Relating to an li~terconnection 
Agseement with Alltel Co~nmunications, IIIC.," TC07-112, entered February 27,2009. 



1. The revised RLEC cost studies do not comply with the Collunission's 

Order. The studies continue to ililproperly allocate tra~~spol-t costs 

between specialldedicated circuits and switched circuitslvoice t d s .  

Specifically, the rate equivalent ratios used to equate DS-3, DS- 1 and DS- 

0 special circuits to voice trunks are invalid for tllis purpose.3 Demand for 

transit circuits still is nleasured in tenns of "patlls" resulting in an 

underestimation of t l~e  demand for transit and t l~e  proportion of transport 

costs attributable to this demand. Fu~tl~el-nlore, the revised forecasts of 

transport demand are invalid and inaccurate. The result is that the new 

transport cost estinlates are grossly overstated. The revised switch 

investlnents reflecting the relnoval of cestain switch compollents is 

u~~documented, unsupported and, tl~erefore, lacking proof. The RLECs 

have dra~natically lowered switched transpol-t and total switched nlinutes 

of use driving transport and tem~ination rates upwards.4 While I 

respectfully recognize the Collvnission decided the issue of usage- 

sensitive switclling costs in its Order, the RLECs have iaadvel-te~~tly 

produced evidence that supports Alltel's previous position that switch 

The rate equivalent ratios are appropriate for equating quantities of DS-0 and DS-3 special 
circuits to DS-I special circuits on a cost or rate equivalent basis. However, because voice 
trunk costs are not the salne as DS-0 special circuit costs the rate equivalent ratio ca~ulot be 
used to equate quantities of voice truilks to DS-1 transpol-t circuits. 

L L S ~ i t ~ h e d  tsai~sport minutes" refers to minutes of use (voice calling) anlollg RLEC 
switches - iilteroffice calling. "Total switched inlllutes" refers to the su~n  of switched 
trallsport ~ninutes (a~llong switches) plus intraoffice calling (calls frolll one subscriber line 
served by a switch to another served by the switch that does not require interoffice tsa~~sport). 
Switched tra11spo1-t ~ni~lutes represent the deina~ld for voice traffic over tra11spol-t electro~lics 
and outside plant, and the switch trunk portion of switching plant. Total switched ~lli~lutes 
represent the demand for the switch processor po~-tion of s~vitching plant. 



processor investnlent and costs are non-usage sensitive, and I believe it is 

important to note this information. 

2. Tlle RLEC cost study re-runs fail to comply wit11 FCC rules in 47 C.F.R. 

4 65 1.505 and 5 1.5 1 1 that govelx the establishneilt of reciprocal 

co~npensation rates. The cost study results, ranging fro111 

per ~niilute for transpol-t and temlination, grossly exceed the 

RLECs' fonvard-looking econor~zic costs and cannot be used to establisl~ 

reciprocal conlpensation rates. I will provide trailsport and teillliilation 

costs for each RLEC reflecting correctioils to the revised studies; however, 

additional infornlation is necessary to fully correct the studies. 

3. The RLECs have failed to meet their burden of proof. Alltel has been 

denied infoilllation sufficient for review. We sllould be renlinded that the 

FCC places the burden to prove. the validity of their cost studies on the 

RLECs, not Alltel. Section 5 1.505(e) of the FCC rules is clear regarding 

cost study requireinents: "An incunbent LEC must prove to the state 

coimnission that the rates for each elenlent it offers do not exceed the 

forward-looking economic cost per unit of providing the ele~nent, using a 

cost study that coillplies with the lnethodology set fol$h in this section and 

Sec. 5 1.5 1 1 ." The Co~lunission sl~ould note that the RLECs have failed in 

the followi~lg and more: 

a) Failed to project demand "during a reasonable measuring period" 

{451.511(a)). Demand is projected to 2010 or for oilly two years of 

the ten-year life of transport electroliics. Much of the dellland that 



causes future transport costs - dellland for specialldedicated services - 

is after 2010. Much of the cost burden for future broadband services is 

being placed on users of basic voice services, including Alltel. 

b) Failed to project "the s u ~ n  of the total nu~nber of units of the element 

that the incumbent LEC is likely to provide to requesting 

teleco~nn~unications carriers and the total nmnber of units of the 

elenlent that the incumbent LEC is likely to use in offering its own 

services" (65 1.5 1 1 (a)). RLEC demand forecasts do not include 

demand for future broadband services that are the prinle causers of 

transport and switching costs. 

c) Failed to prove that an OC-192 tra~lspol-t system represents the "lowest 

cost network configuration" (65 1.505(b)(l)). Consequently, tra1spo1-t 

costs are bloated. As was pointed out in the hearing, the total transport 

demand projected by the RLECs could be served by a much smaller 

transport system. In the revised cost studies, the RLECs have 

projected transport demand that still fails to require an OC-192 

transpol-t system. 

d) Failed to prove that future voice trunks are configured for "efficient 

network configuration" (65 1.505(b)(l)). The quantities of annual 

 nill lutes per voice trunk were extraordinarily low in the original cost 

studies, resulting in excessive transport costs.' In the revisions of their 

Id., see para. 19-20. The Coin~nissio~l rejected Alltel's use of benclunarks for a~ulual 
minutes per truilk based on FCC Rule 95 1.5 13 and the HA1 5.0a model; however, the RLECs 
produced no evidence to validate that the original cost studies reflected the "lowest cost 
network configuration" of voice trunks given switched tra11spo1-t dema~~d. l i ~  the revised cost 



cost studies the RLECs have, incredibly and without explanation, 

reduced voice trunk utilization, h-ther driving-up tra11spol-t costs. 

e) Failed to reduce switch processor invest~nent and costs as switch usage 

(total switched lllillutes of use) declined shamlv fro111 the original to 

the revised cost studies. This raises the question of whether switch 

processor costs in t l~e  revised cost studies are "directly attributable to, 

or reasonably identifiable as incre~llelltal to" the telllni~latio~l of Alltel's 

mobile to land traffic ($5 1.505(b)).~ 

f) Failed to provide details 011 the unit i~lvestmeats, cavacities and 

expected utilizatio~l of switch processor colllpo~lents "sufficient for 

pwoses  of review" (&51.505(e)(2)). The RLECs say they have 

provided details of switch processor costs, but they have not. 

4. The RLEC cost studies must again be revised to colllply with the 

Co~lu~~ission's Order and FCC rules. I have made col-rections to the 

RLEC cost study re-runs to comnply with the Co~lullission Order and FCC 

rules resulting in substantial reductioils in transport and terlni~lation costs. 

However, other comections are required for these studies to colllply wit11 

FCC rules, and i~lfollilatio~l is needed fi-0111 the RLECs to make these 

corrections. Consequelltly, it will be necessary for the RLECs to again 

studies, the RLECs have reduced switched tra~~spol-t dellla~ld and again offered no proof of 
efficient tsu~lk equipineilt configuration. 

As described later in the testimolly, the RLECs have substai~tially lowered initial switch 
usage (annual switcl~ed ~ninutes of use as of 2010), and there is no cha~~ge  in switch processor 
i~lvest~ne~lt and costs. In addition, voice traffic denland is expected by the RLECs to decline 
- not grow - l~lea~lillg that hture switch usage will not cause additional capacity 
requirements, illvestlnellt and costs. 



revise the cost studies before proper reciprocal colnpe~lsation rates can be 

established. 

What are the results of the corrections made to the revised cost studies? 

Tl~e  followi~lg table provides transpol-t and te~~lli~latioll costs from tlle RLECs 

revised cost studies and two sets of col-rections. The first set of col-rections 

leaves switch processor costs in the cost study. The second set of col-sections 

senloves switch processor costs based on the new evidence of no change in 

these costs as the RLECs dra~llatically lowered switch usage. 

Transport and Termination Costs Per Minute 

Corrected Cost Study Re-Runs 
W/O Removal of w/ Removal of 

Cost Study Re- Switch Processor Switch Processor 

Kennebec $ 

West River $ 

RESPONSE TO THE TESTIMONY OF FtLEC WITNESSES 

What was the purpose of Mr. EMund's testimony? 

Mi. Eklund described thee  changes lnade to revise the lUEC cost studies. 

Tra~lsport costs were redistributed between specialldedicated circuits and 

switched circuits. Costs of certain switchi~lg comnpone~lts were removed. 

And, transport costs were recalculated based on new dema~ld forecasts. 

Are there issues with these changes? 



Yes. There are severe enors in the redistributio~l of trasnspoit costs between 

special circuits and switched circuits. The basis for re~noving the costs of 

switching co~npo~le~lts is unsupported; and, the demand forecasts are 

unsul)ported, iinproper and incorrect. 

Before responding to Mr. EMund's testimony, would you briefly refresh 

the description of RLEC transport and termination costs? 

Yes. The comnpone~lts of transport and teiini~lation costs are show~l below in 

the results of McCook's cost study re-~ul l~ .  McCook's new estimate of 

tra~spost and terininatioa costs is $ per minute, or almost 

minute. The transport and temlination cost co~lsists of four conlponeilts - 

switch trunk, switch processor, switched trarzsport electr.onics and switclzed 

trarzsport outside plant. 

Switch trunk ( ) represe~lts the costs of switching equip~neilt 

used to combine voice t d s  to DS-1 circuits for trailsport over the interoffice 

netwok. The equip~nent provides the interface to the interoffice transport 

system. Switch processor ( is actually a misnomer. The costs 

in this category represeilt much lnore than a switch processor. The category 

includes all switclG~iag plant other tllail switch trunk equipmellt, equipment 

used to teilninate subscriber lines and a s~nall ainou~lt of plant for vertical 

Tl~rougl~out the testinloily I will refer to McCook's revised cost shtdy by way of exanlple. 
The same errors exist for all companies. 



services. It includes plant for call servers, media gateways, spares and other.8 

The two categories of switch plant are charged to Account 2212 in the FCC's 

Unifosnl System of Accou~ts. 

Switched transport electronics ( consists of transnlission or 

circuit equipment used for the interoffice transpost system casrying special 

circuits and switched circuits anlong McCookYs central offices. The 

equipnlent is used to add and drop circuits to and fro111 the transport system, 

multiplex circuits to higher bandwidtl~ interoffice cl~azu~els, generate optical 

translnission signals, efc. Transport electronics investnlent is charged to 

Account 2232. Switched transpost outside plant is the 

interoffice cable that provides a transmission medium between central offices. 

The RLEC cost studies assune interoffice cables are ber, buried cables 

(Account 2423). The calculations of these costs by McCook's witnesses as 

set fort11 in the table below were taken fronl materials provided by the RLEC. 

See "Pre-Filed Supplenlelltal Testillio~iy of Nathan A. Weber on Behalf of McCook 
Cooperative Telephone Co~i ipa~~y,  Kennebec Telephone Company, I . ,  Santel 
Colli~liu~licatio~ls Cooperative, liic., and West River Cooperative Telephone Colllpa~~y, h~c.," 
filed April 24, 2009, Exhibits NW-S-1 through NW-S-4. Lines 1-22 of the exhibits identify 
the switch processor or ''comi~~on" colllpollellts of switchillg. 



FLEC Model 
Transport 8 Termination Report 

1 Switching Costs 
2 Switch Line 
3 Switch Trunk 
4 Switch Processor 
5 Total Switch 
6 
7 
8 
9 Transport Costs 
10 Switched Transport Electronics 
11 Switched Transport Outside Plant 
12 Total Switched Transport 
13 
14 
15 non Switched Transport Electronics 
16 non Switched Transport Outside Plant 
17 
18 Total Transport 
19 
20 
21 Total Transport and Termination 

McCook Cooperative Telephone 
Run I 6  

FLEC 
Annual Cost 
Cost Demand lunit units 

& 

3 Q. What are the results of the cost study re-runs, and how do they compare 

4 with the original cost study results? 

5 A. The followi~lg table shows the results of the origillal cost studies and the cost 

6 study re-runs. These are the sa~ne results s l~owl~  in Table 13 of Mr. Eklund's 

7 testinlotly; however, he did not show the percentage difference in the r e s ~ l t s . ~  

Transport and Termination Costs Per Minute 

Original Cost Cost Study Re- Percentage 

West River $ 

Santel made a subseq ction to its cost study re- rered its tsa~lspo~t and 
ternlination cost in from n Mi-. Eklund's Table 13 t 



It is understa~~dable why lGs "comnparisoa" of results did not IGgldigl~t the fact 

that transpolt ternlination costs per minute increased for all fow RLECs, with 

double-digit increases for thee  conlpanies. The cllanges directed by the 

Conmlissio~l were expected to reduce study results, not raise the proposed 

rates to Alltel by upwards of 30 percent. Tlle results are unbelievable. 

Redistributing costs from switched circuits, carrying Alltel mobile-to-land 

traffic, to special circuits should have lowered costs. Renloving some 

switclfing investnlent and costs should have lowered costs. And, basing 

transport costs per minute on forecast demand expected to be growing should 

have lowered costs. Instead, revising the cost studies raised costs and the 

RLECs' proposed rates. TlGs occursed because the RLECs still do not 

properly allocate transpol-t costs to transport demand, oversize t l~e  transport 

net\vork based on demand forecasted, and show no reduction in switch 

processor costs although reducing switched traffic by as much as 

(illustrating that the costs are not usage-sensitive). 

Q. Let's begin with the first change to the RLEC cost studies - the 

redistribution of transport costs between special circuits and switched 

circuits. Which of the four elements of transport and termination costs 

does this change affect? 



The change affects the costs of transport electronics and tra~~sport outside 

plant. The total costs of tra~ispol-t electrollics and transport outside plant are 

allocated between special circuits and switched circuits in proportion to t l~e  

demand for eacll. 

Mr. Eklund describes in his testimony the methods for distributing 

transport costs proposed by the RLECs and Alltel. Is Mr. EkIund 

description accurate? 

No, it is not. hh. Eklu~d  gives the followi~ig testilno~ly on page thee  

regarding Alltel's position: 

The RLECs and Alltel agree that there lnust be an allocatioll made 
for special services circuits in the FLEC Study's allocatioli of 
transpost cost. However, tile parties disagree with regard to the 
appropriate allocatioll metl~odology. The FLEC study used during 
the arbitration proceeding counted special circuits based on a 
circuit count. The RLECs described tlis metl~od as the Pat11 
method. Alltel clailned that a DS-1 or Bandwidth method should 
be used. Tlle FCC requires only that an allocation be reasonable, 
but does not direct an exact metllod of allocation. Based upon the 
dispropol-tionate allocatioll of costs to special services caused by 
the use of the DS-l/Bandwidtll metl~od, the RLECs sub~nit that the 
use of such nietl~od is not reasonable. In fact, as I discussed in my 
rebuttal testimony filed in each of tlie four dockets, if Alltel's 
metl~od was used (allocatiag 24 tinies nnore cost for a DS-1 tliail a 
DS-0 and 672 tilnes lnore cost for a DS-3 tlian a DS-01, it would 
result in prices for DS-1 services and DS-3 services that would be 
so l ig l~,  there would be little or no demand for such services. 
(Emphasis added.) 

Alltel is proposing the metl~od Mr. Eklw~d refers to as tlle "DS- 

1IBa1idwidth metl~od." I made this clear during the hearing as tlie RLECsy 



coui~sel cross-examined nle on this subject.'' The method that I 

reconunended during the l~earing is similar to the first of two nlethods I 

origi~lally proposed in my direct testimony filed March 28, 2008, except the 

relationship between DS-1 and DS-3 circuit rates is used as a susrogate for 

their costs." It is iinpo~-tant to note that the ~netl~od adopted by the 

Conunission in its Order, wit11 the critical exception for how demand for 

switched circuits or voice t~uzzks are measured, is the saine as the method I 

described during the hearing.12 The Comnission is aware that the position 

attributed by Mr. Eklund to Alltel is inconect. In paragraph 25 of the Order, 

tlle Coimnission stated the following: 

25. Alltel opposed the use of the pat11 method clai~niilg that it 
over-allocated transport electro~lics investnlent to voice trunks 
causing the transport electronics cost per minute to be too high. 
Alltel Ex. 2 at 58. Alltel advocated the use of a DS-I equivalent 
metllod. Alltel Ex. 4 at 35. Under the DS-1 equivalent inethod, 
DS-0 voice truizks are coilvested to a DS-1 level by taking the total 
DS-0 voice t d s  and dividing by 24. Alltel Ex. 9. As explained 
supra, a DS-1 is equivalent to 24 DS-0s. McCook opposed t l~e  
DS-1 equivalent method asse~ting that under the rationale of a DS- 
1 equivalent method, the rate for a DS-1 would be 24 times lligl~er 
than the rate for a DS-0. Pet. Ex. 50 at 19. The rate of a DS-3 
would be 28 tiines l~igl~er than the rate of a DS-1 or 672 times 
higher thail a DS-0. Id. Sucl~ rates would likely significantly 
reduce de~nstlld for DS-1s and DS-3s. Id. at 20-21. Alltel 
recognized the validity of this argument, but oilly for DS-3s, by 
stating in its brief that the cost of a DS-3 circuit is not 28 times that 
of a DS-1. Alltel Brief at 23. Alltel agreed to express DS-3 
circuits as equivalent to seven DS- 1 circuits. Id. (Empl~asis 
added.) 

10 "Tra~~script of Proceedings," Vol. III, July 3 I ,  2008, pp. 43-443. 

" See "Direct Testi~llo~ly of W. Craig Co~lwell," March 28,2008, pp. 58-60. 

l2  The method for ~lleasuri~lg voice trunk demand should be to divide the quantity of voice 
trunks by 24 or the projected number of voice trunks per DS-1 transpoi-t circuit. 



Alltel's position has been that transport costs should be nleasured to reflect the 

differences in costs of circuits of differing bandwidth and that treating each 

circuit as having the sane cost (as the "pat11 metlzod" did in the original E E C  

cost studies) was flatly incorrect. In the cost study re-runs, the RLECs have 

recognized differences or ratios in rates for DS-3 and DS-1 special circuits 

1 to I( for three companies, and for West River. 13 ranging from 

These ratios of DS-3-to-DS-1 special circuit rates are in line wit11 Alltel's 

seven-to-one recol~mendation. (Alltel's recorm~iendation tuiils out to be 

co~lse~vative for West River.) Alltel, however, lllaintains that the quantity of 

voice trunks nlust be divided by 24 voice t ~ u & s  per DS-1 transpoi-t circuit to 

properly reflect the relatioaslGp between the costs of voice trunks and DS-1 

circuits. I later will describe in detail the rationale and validity of tlzis metl~od. 

The record is clear on Alltel's position on this issue. Either Mr. Eklund did 

not hear 11ly testiillo~ly during the hearing or read the Co~lllnission Order, or he 

is attelnpting to paint Alltel's position in an unfavorable light. 

Is there anything else about Mr. Eklund's statement that is inaccurate? 

Yes, Mr. Eklund states that "(t)he FCC requires only that an allocation be 

reasonable, but does not direct an exact method of allocation." This is 

incorrect. FCC Rule 55 1.5 1 1 specifies the metllod for conlputing fonvard- 



looking econoillic costs per unit. The metllod effectively specifies how 

r~etwork element costs (e.g., transport costs) are to be allocated among users 

of network eleine~lts. It requires that network element costs be "divided by a 

reasonable projection of tlle s u n  of total ~lunlber of units of the elelllent that 

the incumbent LEC is likely to provide to requesting t e l e c o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c a t i o ~ ~ s  

cassiers and the total nunlber of units of the elenlent that the incun~bent LEC is 

likely to use in offering its own services, during a reasonable ineasuring 

period." Tlle teml, reasonable, is used as an adjective to describe the 

projection of dellland and the period over which denland is projected. 

However, the basis for the allocation of network elenlent costs is the ineasure 

of demand for the network elelllent. The pat11 metllod originally proposed by 

t l~e  RLECs, and apparently still favored by tl~em, is not a proper measure of 

demand or cost causation. Mr. Eklund's characterizatio~l of the FCC rule is 

inaccurate and inappropriately implies that iletwork elenlent costs can be 

allocated 011 any basis as long as solneone views it to be "reasonable." 

Do you agree with the changes made in the cost study re-runs to 

implement the Commission's Order for redistributing transport costs 

between special circuits and switched circuits? 

No, the cl~anges are incoirect. There are thee  fundanleiltal enors. First, the 

ratios of DS-1-to-DS-0 special circuit rates and DS-3-to-DS-0 special circuit 

rates are invalid for equating DS-1 and DS-3 special circuits to switched 

circuits or voice tiunks. They inay be valid for equating DS-1 and DS-3 



special circuits to DS-0 special circuits, but not voice trunks. The cost of a 

DS-0 special circuit is greater tlml the cost of a voice trunk, because it is 

provisioiled differeiltly. 

The distinction here is critical, so let me explain it in a different way. 

McCook has developed a ratio indicating that a DS-1 special circuit has the 

rate equivalent of DS-0 special circuits. That meals that the rate, and 

presulnably the underlying cost, of a DS-1 special circuit is 

DS-0 special circuit, and in counting demand for DS-1 special circuits, each 

circuit would be equated to DS-0 special circuits. However, a switched 

circuit or voice trunk is provisioned differeiltly t11a11 a DS-0 special circuit. 

Different transport electrollics and switch tnulk equipllle~lt is involved. 

Different provisioiling and other activities are i~lvolved. A DS-0 special 

circuit costs substantially more tllarz a voice trullk. Therefore. a DS-1 special 

I will explain later in my 

testi~llolly how special circuit demand sllould be equated to voice trunks on a 

rate or cost equivalent basis collsistellt with the Co~~u~~iss ion 's  Order. 

Secoad, transit circuits are still being iillproperly counted as "patl~s" as in the 

original cost studies; i.e., the ratios of special circuit rates are not lllultiplied 

times the quantities of transit circuits. Tlis is a sigaificai~t, "clerical" ei-sor in 

the cost study re-runs. 



Third the new projected denland for transport is incorrect. T l~e  forecast -> 

period is limited to one or two years, wllich is a snlall portion of the life of 

transport electronics. Consequelltly, the forecast omits futuse demand for 

broadband services and demand that supposedly justifies the OC-192 transpo~t 

systems illcluded in the cost studies. Transit circuit demand also has not been 

forecast, but instead renlains at levels from 2006. 

As a result of these errors, the transport costs or rates produced in Table 13 of 

Mr. Eklund' s testimony, ranging from to per minute, are 

substantially overstated. The transpo~t electronics and transport outside plant 

cost calculatio~ls must be again revised. 

What direction did the Commission's Order provide for the 

redistribution of transport costs? 

The Co~lmlission in paragraph 25 of the Order required each RLEC to "revise 

and refile its cost study to reflect a rate equivalency metl~od as the basis for 

the assiglmlellt of transport costs." 

How did the RLECs make the required cost study revision? 

I'll use McCook to illustrate the RLEC revision. In its revised cost study, 

McCook attributes percent of transpol2 costs to switched circuits or voice 

tru~lks and the renlaining percent to special circuits. The overwl~elming 

nlajority of the cost burden for transport is being placed on voice traffic. 



Does it make sense that over percent of future transport costs are a 
caused by voice traffic? 

Absolutely not. Based on Table 8 in Mr. Eklund' s testimolly, the quantity of 

voice trunks from 2006 to 2010 are estimated to percent.14 

W11ile Mr. Eklund increases voice trunks, transport minutes of use are forecast 

perce~lt. '~ At the same time, overall special cil-cuit denland 

l6 Keep in mind the forecast is for 2010 - one or two 

years into the ten year life of transport electro~lics equipmellt. McCook is 

slicing the "cost pie" based 011 demand in the secoild yeas of the life of 

transport electroilics knowing that switched traffic is decli~liag and special 

circuit demand is rising. On top of tllis error, McCook's cost study reflects a 

pie significantly larger and lllore costly (an OC-192 transport system) than the 

RLECYs forecasted demand requires.17 These are gross violations of the 

requireillents of FCC Rule 55 1.5 1 1 to allocate costs based on a psoiection of 

de~~land over a reasonable n~easuri~lg period and FCC Rule 55 1.505(b)(l) to 

measure costs reflectiilg efficient network configuration. It is imperative for 

the Colmnissio~l to require that these elrors be conected. 



2 Q. How is the percent of total transport costs attributable to switched 

3 circuits calculated? 

4 A. The percent figure is calculated by dividing cCook voice trunks 

5 projected for 201 0 by the swll of the McCook special 

6 circuits expressed as rate equivalent DS-0 special circuits and 

7 transit circuits: 

12 The quantity of McCook DS-0 rate equivale~lt special circuits is based 

13 upon the forecast for 2010 of special circuits by bandwidtl~ - DS-0, DS-1 and 

14 DS-3 - and the "rate equivalent" of each. Based on Table 4 of Mr. Eklu~ld's 

15 testimony for McCook, a DS-3 special circuit has the rate equivalent of 

16 DS-0 special circuits, and a DS-1 special circuit has the rate equivalent of 

17 DS-0 special circuits. 

23 Note that the quantity of ~ ~ 1 1 i a I l c e  transit circuits is simnply the suln o f l  

24 DS-1 special circuits a n d l ) ~ ~ - 3  special circuits. It is inlportam~t t i  note 

2 5 that transit circuit demand is not based on a forecast, and no rate equivalence 

I g  Quantities are from McCookYs FLEC Model using input data from "Run 16." 



adjust~nent has been made. Tl~erefore, McCook did not adjust transit circuit 

demand as required by the Conu~~ission's Order. 

You indicated there were three errors in the calculation of the. 

Please describe the first error. 

The ratios of DS-1-to-DS-0 special circuit rates and DS-3-to-DS-0 special 

circuit rates ase invalid for equating DS-1 and DS-3 special circuits to 

switched circuits or voice trunks. In the calculation above, wllen the quantity 

of @DS-1 special circuits is lnultiplied times the ratio of. tlle result is 

approxin~ately rate equivalent DS-0 special circuits. According to Mr. 

Eklund the rate equivalents are based on "Qwest SGAT" rates, wllich are rates 

for unbundled dedicated interoffice transport. Assunling these rates reflect 

costs, this means @ DS-1 special ciscuits cost the equivalent of I D S - 0  

special circuits. 

However, a DS-0 special circuit costs nlore tllan a voice trunk 

1 special circuits do not have tlze sane costs as 

DS-1 special circuits have the costs of many nlore than 

not reflecting this in the calculations, the revised cost studies underesti~nate 

demand for special circuits and overestiinate demand for voice trunks, causing 

costs to be nlisallocated to voice t~unks. 

Why do DS-0 special circuits cost more than voice trunks? 



A. While both DS-0 special circuits and voice tsunks represent approximately the 

same bandwidth1 - 64 kilobits per second, they are provisioiled quite 

differently resultillg in different costs. A DS-0 special circuit typically is a 

voice grade, dedicated private line or Digital Data Service (DDS) dedicated 

circuit. DS-0 special circuits do not pass tin-ough. the switch. Instead, they are 

co~mected to the interoffice transport system, after circuit collditioning and 

~nultiplexing from DS-0 to DS-I level or lligl~er.lg This additioilal circuit 

conditioning and nlultiplexillg requires additional transpoi? electronics 

equipment - and nlore cost. According to h4s. Eklu~d's reply testimony, DS- 

0 special circuits also involve the sane levels of provisionillg activities and 

costs as DS-1 or DS-3 special circuits - again, causing more cost.20 On the 

other hand, interoffice voice traffic is directed by the switch to voice tlunks, 

which are colllbi~led to DS-1 level by the switch. The DS-1 circuits carsying 

voice truilks are connected to DS-1 ports (tributary interfaces) on the trzu~spo~? 

system, witl~out the need for circuit coilditioni~~g or ll~ultiplexing from DS-0 to 

DS-1 level. In addition, a voice trunk would not require the provisioning 

l9 See l~~v://~nv.qwest.co1iv'tecl~p~~b/77389/77389.pdf, Qwest Teclmical Publication 77389, 
Sectioil 6, "DSO U~lbuadled Dedicated h~teroffice Tralsport," issued January, 2005. Figure 
6-1 illustrates a DS-0 level UDIT, showing the D-Bank with Channel Unit provided by Qwest 
used to ~nultiplex the DS-0 circuit to DS-1 level for transport over Qwest's interoffice 
tra11spo1-t system. A D-type cha~mel bank is defined as follows: 

A D type cha111lnel bank is c11a111lel ter~ni~latioll equipmerlt used for combini~~g 
(multiplexing) individual analog clla11lel signals on a time divisio~l basis. D type 
cha~ulel balks provide interfaces for "11" analog signal inputs. Each analog input 
signal is directed to a codec for encodi~lg to PCM samples. A pa1-t of a T1 carrier 
system. 

(Source: http://w\~.ca1riesaccessbilliag.co1dteleco1~~1~~u~~icatio~~s-g1ossa~y-d.asp) 

20 See "Rebuttal Testi~nolly of Tim Eklutld on Behalf of the South Dakota RLECsYy' p. 18. 
Mr. Eklund stated, "Fui~ther, DS 1 and DS3 se~vices incur the salne provisioning, maintena~~ce 
and testing costs as does on DSO." 



activities of a DS-0 special circuit. Witllout the requirenlent for additional 

tra~~spol-t electronics equipnlent and provisioning activities there is less costs. 

Tl~us, DS-0 special circuits have l~igl~er costs than voice trunks. And, this 

meals that the ratio of DS-1-to-DSO special circuit rates for McCook) is 

not representative of the relatioilship between the cost of a DS-1 circuit and a 

voice trunk. 

The RLECs argued that DS-1 circuit does not cost 24 times a DS-0 

circuit. Does your explanation help clarify this issue? 

Yes, easlier I quoted paragraph 25 of the Coim~~ission's Order, rvl~ere it noted, 

"McCook opposed the DS-1 equivalent method asserting that under the 

rationale of a DS-1 equivalent ~netl~od, the rate for a DS-1 would be 24 times 

11igher than the rate of a DS-0." I understand that the rate for a DS-I svecial 

circuit is w i l n e s  the rate for a DS-0 special circuit (for McCook), not 24 

times higher. However, the cost for a single voice tlunk is 1/24'" of the cost of 

a DS-1 transport circuit carrying voice trunks on the transpoi-t side of the 

switcl~, Or, to say this lllore accurately, a voice tlu& consmlles 1/24" the 

capacity of a DS-1 transport circuit and, therefore, causes 1/24" the cost of a 

DS-1 transport circuit. To equate one DS-1 special circuit to 

is a serious el-ror, one of wl ic l~  the Collmlission must take notice. 



Q. Can you further explain the fallacy of using special circuit rate 

equivalents to put special circuit demand on a basis comparable to voice 

trunks? 

A. Let nle describe a scenario in wl.lich the special circuit rate equivalents might 

be used; however, it should be apparent that tlGs scenario is not used by the 

RLECs and would be inefficient. hteroffice voice traffic is trailsported via 

voice trurks carried by a DS-1 circuit, and the DS-1 circuit along wit11 other 

circuits is carried over the interoffice transport systen~." When the DS-1 

circuit arrives at a central office, it is dropped from the transpost systenl and 

connected to the switch's trunk equipment at DS-1 level. The switch then 

connects illco~lling voice traffic carried 011 the voice t~unks to end-user line 

equipillent so that calls can be comnpleted. 

Collsider an altelilative scenario. When the DS-1 circuit arrives at an end 

office, it is dropped fro111 the tra11spo1-t system. Rather than collllect the DS-1 

circuit to the switch, it is co~lnected to a channel balds, where t l~e  DS-1 circuit 

is de-multiplexed to 24 DS-0 special circuits, each cal-sying a digital signal of 

64 kilobits per second. The DS-0 special circuits are coilverted from digital to 

21 In "Responses to Alltel's Secoild Set of h~tel-sogatories and Requests for Productioil of 
Docume~~ts" the RLECs were asked to "(a)dmit that interoffice DSO voice trunks coillprisiilg 
the 'Switched' circuit quantity in Ekluild Projected Demand Exhibits 7- 10 are first 
~~lultiplexed or cornbilled by the s~vitcl~ to DS-1 level and then added to the interoffice 
transport system . . . " After objecting to the request, the RLECs stated the following: 

Without waiving these objections, the SONET trai~sport systenl assumed in the FLEC 
E~lgiileeri~lg Model has no ability to interface or switch traffic at a DS-0 level. Ally 
traffic that is addeddropped at a SONET terininal would interface at a DS-1 level, or 
gseater. The individual voice tsunks inay be ~llultiplexed to a DS-1 or greater signal by 
the switch or other ai~cillaiy equipment before they coilllect to the tra11spo1.t network. 



analog tra~~smission. Then, the DS-0 special circuits carrying analog voice 

traffic are co~mected to line equipnlent on the switch, and the switch co~ltlects 

the voice traffic to the called party's line equipment. Under this scenario, the 

transport electro~lics costs of a DS-0 special circuit and voice t ~ u ~ d c  are 

comnparable. However, there is no need for switch t~unk equipment, and the 

switch trunk cost is 110 loager applicable. More fiuldan~entally, the 

scenario necessary to justify use of special circuit rate equivalents to equate 

special circuit demand wit11 voice trunk demand is sinlply u~lrealistic and 

inefficient. 

Can special circuit rate equivalents be used to correctly revise the cost 

studies? 

Yes, I an1 not opposi~lg the use of rate equivalents as directed by the 

Co~lx~~ission in its Order for special circuits. The ratios in Table 4 of Mr. 

Eklund's testi~lzony can be used to conlpute quantities of special circuits on a 

rate equivalent basis. The ratios should not be used for voice trullks. The 

correct method for deter~ni~li~lg the portion of total transport costs attributable 

to voice trunlcs is as follows: 

% of total transport costs attributable to voice trunks = DS-1 
circuits for voice tru~lks 1 (DS-1 circuits for voice trulks + Rate 
equivalent DS-1 circuits for special circuits) 

DS-1 ciscuits for voice tru~Iks = Voice trunks / 24 voice 
tru~IksIDS- 1 circuit 

-1 circuits for special circuits = DS-0 



The rate equivalency ratios in the equations will vary by RLEC and be those 

shown in Table 4 of Ms. Ekluld's testimony. 

What would be McCook's quantity of DS-1 circuits for voice trunks? 

McCook has forecast voice t1~1Iks for 2010. Dividing this quantity by 

24 voice trunks per DS-1 ciscuit yields DS-1 circuits for voice traffic or m 
DS-1 transpost circuits wl~en rounded to the next wllole number. To 

co~lfil~n tlGs calculatio~~, let me provide a docunle~lt from McCook that shows 

tlGs is the method its uses to compute tile quantity of DS-1 transport circuits. 

The docullellt on the followillg page was provided by McCook showing 

existing voice trunks and DS-1 transport circuits. It indicate total voice 

trunks in service being served b y m ~ s - l  trallsport circuits. This equates to 

voice t d s  per DS-1 transpost circuit. Note that McCook's own 

document clearly indicates that. DS- 1 transport circuits represents 



(Corxiideiltial Table) 



1 Q. What would be the quantity of rate equivalent DS-1 circuits for special 

2 circuits? 

3 A. This quantity consists of two sources of demand - McCook's own special 

4 circuits and Alliance transit circuits. McCook has forecast for 2010 S -0 

5 ' .  special circuits, DS-1 special circuits and I DS-3 special circuit. 

6 Dividing these quantities by the appropriate rate equivalent yields the 

7 following nleasure of McCook's demand for special circuits: 

What would be the quantity of rate equivalent DS-1 circuits for Alliance 

transit? 

In the original cost study, McCook indicated that it had 

transiting by ~lliance." The circuits consisted of W S - 1  circuits for special 

access, ~ D S - 1  circuits for switched traffic and DS-3 circuits for 

conference bridge traffic. In both the original cost study and in~po~tantly in 

the cost study re-run, McCook counted transit circuits in telnls of "paths." In 

the re-lulz, the transit circuits were not adjusted for rate equivalence as 

required by the Order. Following is the proper calculation for rate equivalent 

DS-1 circuits for Alliance transit: 

22 McCook FLEC:00057; note by Tiin Wenande, Plant Manager, McCook Cooperative 
Telephone Co. 



Is there anything notable about McCook's treatment of transit circuits? 

ansit circuits are DS-1 circuits cal-sying switched 

traffic or voice trunks. These circuits are the same as McCook's DS-1 circuits 

carrying voice tlwIks. Yet, McCook's cost study does not count the voice 

t r u~ks  carried on Alliance's transit circuits, as it does its OW. The cost study 

only c o u n t s a  DS-1 circuits, each likely carrying 24 tnu&s. McCook's cost 

study is internally inconsiste~lt. If it were consistent, it would divide 

McCook's voice trunks by 24, yielding DS-1 circuits versus 

~ll ialce 's# DS-1 circuits for switched traffic. The reduction in the nleasure 

of transpo~t demand by McCook's voice tsu~ks relative to its own special 

circuits and Alliance transit circuits substantially redistributes costs away 

&om voice trunks, as it should. 

Is there anything else of concern about McCook's quantification of 

transit circuits? 

Yes, McCook's method produces a transport rate that would be 

discriminatoly. All other things being the same, Alltel effectively would be 

charged a transpol-t rate 24 times the rate that Alliance would pay for the same 

transport service. 

Based on these calculations, what is the correct percentage of transport 

costs to assign to voice trunks? 



1 A. The cowect percentage is no Inore than percei~t (versus percent 

2 McCook claims in the revised cost study). The calculatioll is: 

Why do you say the portion of total transport costs attributable to voice 

trunks should be no more than 

The RLECs' transport demand forecasts are for two years of t l~e  ten year life 

of transport electroilics - a ridiculously sho1-t forecasting period. McCook's 

estimate of futuse broadband circuits is limited to DS-3. As denland 

grows for broadband sesvices, such as DSL, video and otllers, transpoi-t 

systeni usage by special circuits will klcrease, lowering the percentage below 

m p e r c e n t .  In addition, McCook failed to even forecast transit circuits as 

required by the Order. If transit circuits grow from 2006 to 2010 at sinlilar 

rates as McCook circuits, the forecast would show quantities of 

circuits and DS-3 circ~its .~ '  The resulting percentage of total transpol? 

costs attributable to voice trunks would b e ~ p e r c e ~ ~ t . * ~  

And, if McCook had forecast beyond one year, ~vould this further reduce 



1 A. Yes. As I will discuss sl~ortly, McCook continues to reflect an OC-192 

2 transpost system in its cost study. As the Conmission observed in paragraph 

3 21 of its Order, "An OC-192 tra~~sport systenz is capable of handling over 

4 5,000 DS-1 circuits." McCook has forecast capacity utilization of only 

5 DS-1 circuits in its revised cost study. TlGs represents just 

capacity utilization - a trickle of illteroffice traffic through the OC-192 

~ ~ s t e ~ n . * ~  To justify this system, significant new denland for speciaVdedicated 

circuits of substantial bandwidth will have to occur after 2010. T11e 

percentage of transport costs attributable to voice traffic should ful-tller drop. 

Did Mr. Eklund provide any proof that the cost of a DS-0 special circuit 

is the same as the cost of a voice trunk, such that special circuit rate 

equivalents can be used to place special circuit demand on a comparable 

basis as voice trunk demand? 

No. 

Did Mr. Weber, the RL,EC9s engineering witness, offer evidence proving 

that a DS-0 special circuit costs and voice trunks require the same plant 

and provisioning activities? 

No. 



Did Mr. EMund provide any explanation for treating transit circuits 

differently from McCook's own circuits? 

No. 

Did Mr. EMuud provide any proof of zero future growth in Alliance's 

transit circuits? 

No. 

Do you consider these items of information necessary to prove that 

McCook's proposed rate does not exceed forward-looking economic 

costs? 

Yes. 

Are McCook and the other RLECs obligated to produce this 

information? 

Yes, FCC Rule 55 1.505(e)(2) requires it. 

Please summarize the corrections necessary to the cost study re-run by 

McCook and the other RLECs related to the distribution of transport 

costs between special circuits and switched circuits. 

The followi~~g col-sections are required: 

1. A credible forecast of trar~sport demand beyond 20 10 must be produced. 

A forecast period of seven years is recoi~mlerlded. Tlis represeilts 70 



1 percent of the transport equipment life and is a period sufficiently long to 

reflect demand for future broadband services that supposedly wanant the 

OC- 192 transpost systems illcluded in the cost studies. 

2. Transit circuit demand should be forecast as required by the Order and not 

based 011 past in-service quantities and the "patll" measure. 

3. The quantity of voice trunks should be divided by 24 voice trunks per DS- 

1 transport circuit to compute switched circuit demand. 

4. The quantity of DS-0 special circuits sl~ould be multiplied times the ratio 

of DS-0-to-DS-1 unbundled dedicated interoffice transport sates. For 

McCook, tlxis ratio is 

5. The quantity of DS-3 special circuits sl~ould be lnultiplied times the ratio 

of DS-3-to-DS-1 unbundled dedicated interoffice tra~lspoi-t rates. For 

McCook, this ratio is 

6. Assunling the new forecast reveals demand for OC-3 or lxigher ba~ldwidtl~ 

special circuits, the quantities of these should be nlultiplied times similarly 

co~nputed rate equivalency ratios. 

7. The percentage of total transport costs attsibutable to voice tru1Iks for each 

RLEC slzould tl~en be conlputed as illustrated above for McCook. 

Q. Please describe the second change to the RLEC cost study required by the 

Commission's Order. 



A. Tlle second change was to senlove switch processor investillents for Centrex, 

CALEA and the Web-Self Care 

Q. What documentation or support was provided to substantiate the 

amounts of investments removed? 

A. No suppoi-t was provided to substantiate the investnlents removed. Mr. 

Eklund produced Table 6 in his testiinolly that showed total switching 

investnlent before and after reinoval of investme~lts in Centrex, CALEA and 

the Web-Self Care system. Mr. Weber, the RLECsY e~lgiileeriilg witness, 

produced what he labels, "CO Switch Detailed Estimates" as Exlibits NW-S- 

1 - NW-S-4 to l i s  testimony; however, this infosnlatio~l sheds no light 

wl~atsoever on the basis for the iilvestlnent an~ounts removed. There is no 

iilfoi~llation to verify the authenticity or accuracy of the a~llounts removed. 

Q. What information should be produced for the record to substantiate the 

amounts of investment removed? 

A. First, the separate a ~ ~ ~ o u n t s  of investlnent in each of the thee  switcl~ing 

coillponeilts should be provided so that their relative importance can be 

known. Second, source infolillation for the Centrex, CALEA and Web Self- 

Care systenl investilleilts should be provided to verify the authenticity and 

accuracy of the investille~lt amounts. This source i~lfonnatioil inay consist of 

switch cost estimates, vendor quotes or silnilar docul~entation, wl~ic l~ 

26 See the Order, para. 18. 



1 identifies the vendor, the date, the make-up of hardware and software, 

2 quantities, unit investmellts, efc .  Third, the RLECs should reveal wllen the 

3 source infonllatioll becan~e available to them. Tlis last iten1 is pa-ticularly 

4 inlposta~t. Previously, Alltel had requested in discovery details on the make- 

5 up of switcl~ processor costs, including the thee  sellloved investment 

6 amounts, and was denied tlis infol~nation. If source info~illation for the three 

7 removed investment a~lzowlts or other line items show11 in Mr. Weber's 

8 Exhibits NW-S-1 - NW-S-4 was previously available, or is now available, 

9 this infolillation is p a t  of the RLECs' cost studies and should be part of the 

10 record per FCC Rule 55 1.505(e). 

11 

12 Q. Is the lack of proof for the Centrex, CALEA and Web Self-Care system 

13 investments removed from the cost studies indicative of the same lack of 

14 proof for switch processor investments in general? 

15 A. Yes, I next address this issue. 

16 

17 

18 Q. What details do Mr. Weber's Exhibits NW-S-1 - NW-S-4 provide for 

19 switch processor investment? 

20 A. These exhibits provide a listing of the hardware and software colnponellts 

2 1 included in switch processor (referred to as "Conullon" ill the exlibits). The 

22 quantities of each conlponent are provided, as well as a single total anlowlt of 

2 3 investment. Contrary to M?. Weber's labeling of the exlibits they do not 



provide "detailed estimates" of switch conlponent costs. Alltel has raised tllis 

issue nlultiple times, and the RLECs have ignored it. 

In the May 11, 2009 "Petitionersy Supplemental Responses to First Set of 

Intel-sogatories Made by Alltel," the RLECs responded to Data Request (DR) 

11, \vllich asked for tllem to identify the "(c)omposition of switch processor 

prices in ternls of quantities and unit investinents for hardware and software." 

(elnphasis added) The RLECs response was as follows: 

See Exllibit G.2 produced with Petitioners' Supplemelltal 
Responses to Alltel's Discovery requests, which were served on 
Alltel on May 16, 2008. Additionally, see Exhibits NW-S-1 
tllrougll NW-S-4 in Nathan Weber's supplenlental testinlony and 
Table 6 in Tiin Eklund's supplemental testimony, both of wllicl~ 
were served on Alltel on April 24, 2009. The attached exhibits 
represent the Petitioners' respective switching cost estinlates which 
were revised pursuant to the Conunission's January 27, 2009 oral 
ruling and Februasy 27, 2009 Findings of Fact and Conclusioils of 
Law. Pursuant to the Conunission's ruling, the revised cost 
estinlates exclude the costs associated wit11 Web Self-care, 
CALEA and Centrex. 

None of these docuinents provide unit investnlents for switch processor 

coinpoilents (items 1-22 of Exllibits NW-S-1 - NW-S-4). Alltel then asked in 

DR 12 the U E C s  to provide sources of the uilit investments, and they replied 

as follows: 

Petitioners' responses to this request have not changed fronl those 
discovery requests served on Alltel on February 29,2008, and May 
16, 2008. . . . Details concening unit descriptioi~s, unit quantities, 
and category pricing can be found in Exllibits NW-S-1 tllrough 
NW-S-4 in Nathan Weber ' s supplemental testinlony and Table 6 in 
Tin1 Eklund's supplemental testimony, both of whicll were served 
on Alltel on April 24, 2009. 



Again, the RLECs avoided providing unit investnlents for the 22 compone~lts 

of switch processor investment contained in t11e cost studies. Exlibits NW-S- 

1 - NW-S-4 provide oilly a total invest~neilt amount for all 22 switch 

processor conlponents. 

Why has Alltel repeatedly sought details for switch processor investment? 

Alltel sought the unit investments associated wit11 each switch processor 

hardware and software conlponent for two purposes - to understand the 

relative iinpo~-tance of each to the total switch processor i~lvestnzent and to 

have iilfonnation that would pennit correctiolls to the cost study. Alltel also 

sought iilfonnation on the capacity of certain components to evaluate whether 

the conlponent is likely to exhaust over its life due to usage, and tlis 

infoilnation has not beell produced. 

Now, after being directed to do so, the RLECs have somehow been able ,to 

renlove specific mounts of investnlent for Centrex, CALEA and the Web 

Self-Care system. Had this i~lfoln~ation been revealed prior to the Order, 

Alltel might have evaluated the iinpact on the proposed rates of reillovillg 

these investinents. Furtheilnore, Alltel has raised issues about ~vhetller the 

costs of other switch processor conlpoilents are recoverable in reciprocal 

comnpensation, such as costs of the call agents, media gateways, the Outboard 

Line Bay equipment and pol-tions of spare equipment. Without the details that 



1 now allow the RLECs to remove tlxee switch processor comnpoaellts, Alltel 

2 has been denied information sufficient for review. 

4 Q. Can you give a simple analogy to illustrate the importance of this issue? 

5 A. Suppose I pla~med to paint a room in my house. I asked the local hardware 

6 store for a cost quote, and I received the following: 

Cost Quote to Paint a Room 

~ a i h  brush 2 $ 7.00 $ 14.00 6% 
Cans of ~ a i n t  (5 aallon) 3 $ 50.00 $ 150.00 64% . -  , 

Total 

This ilzfoi-nlation would allow me to evaluate the reasonableness of the cost 

quote (Total) and to consider the relative i~llportance of each conlponeilt to the 

total cost (% of Total). I could ask that the four bags of fertilizer (as in 

Centrex, CALEA and Web Self-care) be removed as they are not necessary to 

paint the room. I could make this col~ection myself. Seeing a unit cost of $50 

per can of paint, I could see that this is for a five gallon can of paint, and the 

quote includes thee cans. Based on the square feet of wallspace, I could ask 

for a correction for tlxee one gallon cans of paint. After adjustments, the cost 

quote would reflect an "efficient configuration" of resources necessary to 

paint a roon~. 



However, suppose that the hardware store refused to provide the unit cost 

info~ination and i~lfonnation about the capacity of the paint cans. The quote 

would appear as follows: 

Cost Quote to Paint a Room 

Drop cloth 2 
Paint brush 2 
Cans of paint 3 

Total $234 

This is the level of "detail" in Exhibits NW-S-1 - NW-S-4 provided to 

support the revised cost studies. I believe most consuIners would find this 

i1lfo1inatioi1 not "sufficieilt for purposes of review." They migl~t be able to 

ask the hardware store to remove the bags of fertilizer. They would not know 

the relative importance of each comnpoaellt. They would be unaware of the 

excess paint that would selllain after the rooln is painted. They would have no 

information on wi t  costs to colnpare wit11 colnparable prices elsewhere. This 

is precisely the position Alltel has been placed. 

Did AIItel make yet another attempt to obtain information about switch 

processor investments in the revised cost studies? 

Yes, in Alltel's second set of i~lte~~ogatories the RLECs were asked to identify 

docu~neilts and infom~ation used to determine the alnount of i~lvestnle~lt to be 

sellloved from the cost studies for Centrex, CALEA and Web Self-care. The 

RLECs were asked to identify whether infoilnation exists showing quantities, 

unit i~lvestlneilts and suppo~-ting details for the switch i~lvest~neilts in Exhibits 



NW-S- 1 - NW-S-4. The RLEC responses tlis time seenled sonlewhat more 

in~patient, but they still refused to provide the requested information. Their 

response was as follows: 

Petitioners object to tlis Request to the extent that it seeks 
infonnation which is confidential and proprietary and subject to 
Non-Disclosure Agreements between Vantage Point Solutions and 
the underlying vendors. Petitioners previously explained the 
existence of the NDAs wlich specifically prolibit disclosure of 
certain info~mation. Petitioners previously provided that 
infonnation which they were legally able to provide and Alltel did 
not object to the adequacy of that infoin~ation at that time. Before 
providing tlis infonllation, the undersig~zed discussed the 
disclosure of specific pricing infollnation wit11 counsel for the 
various vendors and was told in 110 unce~tain ternis that they would 
not agree to disclosure of any nlore detail tllan what was 
previously disclosed. 

Without ~vaiviag these objections, the pricing estimates utilized in 
the FLEC Engineering Model for the Switching network 
investnlents were based on competitive proposal pricing received 
on projects of sinlilar size and scope to the Petitioner's network. 
The pricing reduction for removing the investnlents associated 
with Centrex, CALEA, and Web Self-care were calculated by 
entering a quantity of zero for those respective items wlich 
eliminates the investment associated with those items. 

Do you agree that Alltel was satisfied with the adequacy of information 

previously provided? 

No, otherwise Alltel would not have asked for the sanze infonllation again and 

again. 

Does the RLEC response to Alltel's second set of interrogatories suggest 

that the RLECs have the requested information? 



Yes. The fact that Ceatrex, CALEA and Web Self-Care illvestlnents were 

relnoved frolll switch processor illvest~nent by "entering a quantity of zero" 

suggests that the switch illvestnlelzt lnodel co~ltai~ls quantities and unit 

i~lvestmellts, similar to 111y earlier analogy of the hardware store quote. 

Have the RLECs produced evidence to prove the validity of the switch 

processor investments in the revised cost study? 

No. They have not revealed the w i t  investlnents of switch processor 

co~nponents and provided support for these unit investments. 

Are the RLECS required by FCC rules to provide such proof? 

Yes, according to §51.505(e), the RLECs are required to provide tlis proof. 

This is just as the hardware store would be expected to show that the quote for 

n1aterials to paint a roonl is reasonable. 

Given that the Commission Order accepted switch processor costs, other 

than Centrex, CALEA and the Web Self Care system, why is it 

appropriate for the RLECs to now provide details regarding switch 

processor component investments? 

The Co~lmlission's Order did not require changes by the RLECs to their 

switched transpoi-t and total switched  nill lutes of use. They chose to make 

these cl~anges to their original cost studies. 111 doing so, the RLECs 

dra~natically reduced switch usage and apparently made no change in switch 



processor colnponent investlnents and costs (for call servers, media gateways, 

etc.) other than the thee  items the Conllnission directed to be removed. Tlis 

caused switch processor costs per nlinute to increase. McCookYs switch 

processor cost in the original cost study including Centrex, CALEA and the 

Web Self Care systeln was and, in the revised cost study, excluding 

tlle thee  items, switch processor cost is Tlis increase in costs 

results fio~ll a percent reduction ia switch usage and no apparent, 

corresponding change in switcl~ processor investlnent and costs. Per FCC 

Rule §51.505(e), the RLECs are obligated to prove the validity of switch 

processor and otl~er costs, in particular to denlonstrate why switch processor 

investnlents and costs did not change in line wit11 switch usage. 

What is your recommendation on this matter? 

If the RLECs have further details on the basis for investnlents for switch. 

processor colnpoaellts sl~own in Exlibits NW-S-I - NW-S-4, they should be 

disected to provide tlis infolination to Alltel. Specifically, tlis information 

includes quantities, unit invest~nents and relevant capacities for each 

c ~ ~ n p o n e n t . ~ ~  Alltel sl~ould be given the oppostunity to analyze tlis 

" Relevant capacity infoilllation refers to infollnation about the li~lliting capacity of each 
switch processor conlpollent and the expected utilization of that capacity. Previously, the 
RLECs have indicated quantities of "Concurrent Call License(s);" however, relevant 
capacities vary by switch processor component. A call agent's capacity, for example, may be 
liniited by busy hour call attelllpts and other nleasures of capacity. Media gateways, OLB 
processors, etc. inay have different ineasures of capacity. This illfoiillation will assist in 
understanding why switch processor investillent and costs have not changed in line with 
switch usage between the original and revised RLEC cost studies. 



information and sub~nit supplenlental testimony, which the Colnmission 

should use in directing the next re-runs of the lUEC cost studies. 

Q. What was the Commission's finding with regard to the usage-sensitivity 

of switching costs? 

A. Tlle Colmnissioa addressed the issue of usage-sensitive switching in 

paragsaphs 16 and 17 of the Order. 

16. With respect to switching costs, two related issues raised by 
Alltel regarded what switch investment, by switcl~ category and 
exchange, should be included in McCook's cost study and what 
percentage of the switch invest~nent is usage sensitive and 
recoverable. Alltel Ex. 2 at 26-3 1. Alltel clainled that McCook 
had included switch investnlent and costs that are not usage 
sensitive and, therefore, not recoverable. Alltel claimed that the 
"getting started" costs of the switch are not usage sensitive because 
McCookYs switches will not exceed capacity. Id. at 41-46. Alltel 
stated that the portions of switch investnlent that are usage 
sensitive are the trunk card investnlent per line. Id, at 45. l i ~  
addition, Alltel stated that ce~tain items should be excluded 
because the items are not necessary for the termination of a call 
and are therefore not usage seasitive. Alltel Ex. 3 at 9-12. 
McCook claimed that the costs are includable and usage sensitive 
because a switch is sized for usage and must be capable of future 
demand. Tr. At 88. 

17. Tlle Co~mnission finds that, with the exception of a few costs 
attributable to certain conlponents of the switch, the switch 
investment as set forth by McCook was properly included in its 
cost study. Alltel's claim that "getting started" costs of the switch 
sl~ould be excluded would have the effect of excluding a nunlber of 
costs of the switch that are usage sensitive and properly recovered 
tluough reciprocal co~llpensation rates. The Conllnission finds that 
switches are, of necessitv, sized for usage and that the FCC rules 
specifically contemnplate that switching costs nlay be recovered 



through per nlinute usage charges. See 47 C.F.R. 5 51.509. 
(Enlphasis added.) 

What new evidence has McCook produced to support Alltel's position 

that switch processor investment and costs are non-usage sensitive? 

McCook's original cost study contained of switc11 processor 

investment. Again, this is the investlllent for items labeled "Conmon" in 

Exlibits NW-S-1 - NW-S-4. In the revised cost study, the investnlent is 

with the difference being the investnle~lts in Centrex, CALEA and 

the Web Self-care system. There does not appear to be any change in the 

remaining switcll processor investment. (This can be confimled, if the RLECs 

produce infoilnation oil unit investinents requested by Alltel.) Switch 

processor investment, therefore, renlains constant. 

Tlle original cost study reflected switch usage of annual total 

switcl~ed nlinutes of use (MOU) in 2006. In the revised cost study, switch 

usage is a1 nlinutes of use in 2010. If McCookYs clainl that "a 

switch is sized for usage and nzust be capable of future demand" is accurate 

the switch processor investnlent in t l~e  original cost study would have been 

a~ulual MOU. In the revised cost study, switch processor 

investnlent would have been sized for annual MOU. Note that 

switcl~. and there is no cl~ange in switch processor investment. 



In addition, usage is not expected to increase. In Alltel's secoild set of 

intei-sogatories, the RLECs were asked to admit that demand for switched 

traffic in the htuse is assurned to decline in the cost study re-runs. They 

admitted SO, McCook has reduced its initial total switched lninutes of 

use and forecasts future declining usage, with'no change in switch processor 

investment. T l h  new evidence indicates that switch processor iilvestinent and 

costs do not vary with usage. 

Q. Does this evidence support other specific arguments Alltel has previously 

made? 

A. Yes. In my Supplemental Direct Testlllolly filed on June 12, 2008, I stated 

the following in response to a question regarding specific switch processor or 

Based on supplenlental responses, the RLEC cost studies appear to 
reflect switching systems fronl Metaswitch, a company that 
designs 'and manufactures softswitcl~es. In addition to the 
supplemental responses, I obtained iirfonllation on switcl~es fionl 
the Metaswitch website. The illfornlation in the "CO Switch 
Detailed Estimates" spreadslleet and the Metaswitch website 
indicates that several cowznzorz switch coinponents should not be 
included in tesnlination-related iilvestnlents and costs, and that 
others are questionable. (Refer to Exhibit Supplenlental WCC-1, 
Description column.) 

Call Agent (CA), CA Software, CALEA license and Centrex 
license. A pair of CAs is deployed'ln each kxchange, or at each 
host and "non-host switch." The Metaswitch website indicates that 
the CA9024 Call Ag&t Server "supports up to 1.3 nlillion busy 

28 "Responses to Alltel's Second Set of Ii~tel-rogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents," June 22, 2009. Alltel asked, "Admit that demand for s\vitched traffic in the 
future is assumed to decline 111 the cost study re-runs." The RLECs' response was, 
"Admitted." 



hour call atteillpts (BHCA) - sufficient for a lletrvork of up to 
250,000 subscribers. Giv the largest llulnber of subscribers 
in any RLEC exchange is Alliance Brandon), usage will not 
exhaust the CAs (or CA e). This means CA investments 
and costs are not usage-sensitive and recoverable in temlination 
charges. 

35 10 Media Gateway (MG) Chassis, 25 10 MG Cllassis and 
MG software. RLEC host switches include the 3510 MG Chassis, 
and "non-host switches" include the 25 10 MG Chassis. Accordillg 
to Metaswitch, the 3 5 10 and 25 10 MG Chasses can accoinrnodate 
up to 28,224 and 2,304 concurrent calls, re 
the largest host and "non-host switches" 11 
Brandon) and lines (Alliance Cr 
extremely unlikely that the MG chasses are exhausted by usage. 
Tl~erefore, tlzeir investments and costs are not usage-sensitive and 
recoverable in te~~~lination charges. This also applies to the 
associated MG software. 

Outboard Line Bay (OLB) Chassis, OLB Processor, and OLB 
Administration and Maintenance Processor. In their supplemental 
responses, the RLECs described the purpose of OLB equipment as 
follows: 

Due to the fact that packet switching platfosnls typically 
have no capability of providing on-board analog POTS line 
interfaces, it was necessary to include an Outboard Line 
Bay (OLB) platform to provide tllis hnctionality. I11 tlGs 
exanlple, the OLB resides in the central office and is 
functiolliilg as an extension of the switch. The OLB 
shelves co~m~~u~l icate  with the packet switcling platfornl 
via GR-303 links. 

The RLECs correctly do not include the line cards and line 
interfaces installed in the OLB platform in ter~nination, but do 
include the OLB chassis and processors. However, the OLB 
cllassis and processor appear to be telininals for broadbald loop 
cassiers, similar to digital loop cai-sier systems. They are past of 
access or loop plant and should be excluded froin tel-nliaation, just 
as a digital loop carrier system would not be included in 
tenllinatioll provided in a traditional TDM switch arclGtecture. 



Depending on the proportion of total illvestme~lt represented by 
each co~llpone~lt, it appears that little, if any, of the investment and 
assoc,iated annual costs included in the switch coriznzon category 
are usage-sensitive or attributable to tenni~lating mobile-to-land 
traffic. 

(Footnotes omitted.) 

The fact that McCook has lowered its total switched ~ninutes of use by 

percent with no apparent change in call agent, media gateway or OLB 

invest~nent should be a "red flag" that the costs of these switch conlponents 

are non-usage sensitive, with respect to switched voice traffic. I11 addition, 

wit11 declining dem&~d for switched minutes of use, switched voice traffic will 

not contribute to exhaustion of switch processor co~lipone~lts and therefore 

cause costs. 

What is your recommendation with regard this new evidence? 

I recognize that the Conullissiol~ dealt with the issue of the usage-sensitivity 

of switch processor invest~nent and costs in its Order. I believe, though, that 

the new evidence produced by the RLECs w a ~ ~ a ~ t s  consideration. If the 

Conxnission agrees, I reco~ml~end that the K E C s  disclose the invest~ne~lts for 

the 22 switch processor components sl~owll in Mr. Weber's Exhibits NW-S-1 

- NW-S-4 and describe how these i~lvestnlents were co~nputed, specifically 

identifying the relationship between dema~ld (arxlual switched mi~lutes of use 

or other usage) and the investllle~lt anlow~ts. Tlzis infonllatioil will help to 

explain why switch processor i~lvestlneilt and costs did not change as switch 

usage sigizifica~ltly changed. 



3 Q. Please describe the third change made by the RLECs to the cost studies. 

4 A. The RLECs revised their cost studies to forecast transport demand from 2008 

5 to 2010. In the original cost studies transport demand was measured 

6 retrospectively as of 2006. The RLECs also substantially lowered their 

7 forecast switched transport and total switched nli~lutes of use. 

9 Q. What did the Commission Order require of the RLECs with respect to 

10 forecasting transport demand? 

1 1 A. In paragrap11 23 of its Order, tlze Co~lmission stated the following: 

23. Tlle Colnnlission finds that McCook has failed to show that 
the use of 2006 demand should be considered to be McCook's 
ccforwasd-looking" demand. Although one of McCook's witnesses 
testified that 2006 demand is a proper projection of forwasd- 
looking demand, another McCook witness predicted that demand 
would increase in the future. In addition, the Conlnlissioa notes 
that Alltel did not project forward-looking demand. Tr. At 445. 
Therefore, the Conul~ission finds that the record does not contain a 
credible projection of forward-looking demand and tlle use of 2006 
demand is inconsistent wit11 the proposed use of an OC-192 
network. The Collunission finds that in order for the Co~mnission 
to detenlline tlle appropriate reciprocal conlpensation rate, the 
record nlust be supplemented on tlzis issue. T11e Collllnissioll 
directs McCook to file a new projection of forward-looking 
denzand. 

2 8 The Colmnission placed two requirements on tile RLECs. First, they sl~ould 

29 develop a "credible projection of forward-looking demand," and second, such 

30 projection should not be "inconsistent wit11 the proposed use of an OC-192 

3 1 network." In other words, it was not enougl~ to nlerely project demand. The 



projection had to be credible, and the cost study assw~lption of an OC-192 

transport system had to be justified by the projected dema~~d. The RLECs 

have failed to meet either of these two requireme~~ts. 

How did McCook forecast its forward-looking transport demand, and 

why do you consider it to be unsupported? 

McCook and the other RLECs produced no doculne~ltation to suppoi-t the 

transport demarld forecasts otller t11a1.l Table 8 of Mr. Ekluad's testimony. 

Fro111 a~lalyzing the table, it appears the McCook forecast was prepared as 

follows: 

e McCook had switched circuits in 2006 aid witcl~ed circuits 

percent increase over the two year period. It 

projected switched circuits to 2010 assu~lling the sane perce~lt 

increase fro111 2008, resulting in a quantity of s~vitched circuits. 

Without expla~~ation, this figuse was reduced to switched circuits. 

At the same time, McCook has forecast a reductioll in switched transpoi-t 

minutes of  percent (from to a~ulual mi~lut es) . 

No explanation was given for tile need to lllai~ltaiil trunk capacity as 

demand declines. 

e McCook experienced an erceilt decline in DS-0 special circuits from 

2006 to 2008 and assumed the same reductioil tluough 2010. DS-1 special 

circuits illcreasedm per cellt fro1112006 to 200 8, and the same growth rate 

was assullled tluough 20 10. 



McCook had S-3 special circuit in 2006 and assumed it would have 

DS-3 special circuits by 2010. No explanation was given. 

e McCook did not forecast Alliance transit circuits. Transit circuits were 

left at t l~e  2006 quantities. 

Dranlatic changes were made i11 switclled transport and total switched 

minutes of use. Access illillutes were from 2006 to 2010 by 

percent. Extended Area Service minutes were over t l~e  

same period b y l  percent. And local and 11lte1met ~lliilutes were 

forecast was based on changes in expected lines in service, rate plans, 

competitive losses or other. Total switched millutes fro111 2006 to 2010 

were reduced by percent fi-om to 

Why are the transport demand forecasts improper? 

Transport demand forecasts have several purposes in a foiward-looking 

econonlic cost study. They are used to deterilline the. type of transpoi-t 

technology and capacity necessary to efficiently serve demand (e.g., a11 OC- 

192 transport systenl versus a smaller system). They are used to allocate 

tra~~sport costs between special circuits and switched circuits. And, they are 

used to compute forward-looking costs per unit of demand. To serve these 

purposes, tile forecast must be credible and cover a "reasonable measusing 

period" as required by FCC Rule 551.51 1. The RLEC forecasts extend to 



oilly 2010, which is a one or two year measuring period. Transport 

electronics plant has a ear life. Plant capacity and investment are sized to 

acco~nrnodate demand expected over the life of the plant. A demand forecast 

of one or two years does not reflect the future denland that causes plant 

investment and costs. 

In addition, McCookYs demand forecast shows that special circuit demand is 

and switclled transpoi-t nliilutes are As tics trend continues 

beyond 20 10, the proportion of transport costs attsibutable to switched circuits 

will significantly By li~llitiilg tlle de~nand forecast to 2010, the 

RLECs have produced the highest possible allocatio~l of transport costs to 

switched ciscuits. Finally, incunlbellt local exchange carriers in general are 

expected to introduce new nlultiinedia seivices that require broadband 

interoffice circuits. The denland forecasts do not reflect these services. For 

this and other reasons the RLEC denland forecasts lack credibility. 

14 

15 

16 

17 Q. Why are the demand forecasts inaccurate? 

18 A. For McCook, Alliance's transit circuits have not been forecast. The quantities 

19 from 2006 are still being used. I have also described several factors that make 

20 the forecasts dubious; e.g., the one-two year forecast period, the 

unsubstantiated in illinutes of use and the failure to reflect future 

22 broadband circuits. 



Do the demand forecasts satisfy the Commission's requirement to not be 

"inconsistent with the proposed use of an OC-192 network?" 

No. McCook's new forecast calls for voice trunks, wlicll require 

DS-1 transport circuits (= I 24 voice trunks1DS-1). Tlle equivalent of 

DS-1 transport circuit is required for DS-0 special circuits. 1 
DS-1 special circuits are forecast for McCook, and S-1 circuits for 

Alliance transit. DS-3 special circuit is forecast for McCook, and 

DS-3 circuits for Alliance transit. These transpost circuits have the 
\ 

All together that's 

lZll OC-192 

transport system llas the capacity for 5,376 DS-1 circuits. Incredibly, 

McCook's forecast indicates percent utilization of the OC- 192 tsanspolt 

syste~ls. 

An OC-192 transport systenl is not consistent wit11 demand for DS-1 

circuits. Tlle next snlaller system size, an OC-48 transport system, has the 

capacity for 1,344 DS-1 circuits; an OC-12 transpo~t systenl has the capacity 

for 336 DS-1 circuits. Tlis means that to reach a "plateau" of denland to 

justify an OC-192 transport system, McCook will need to add another 

DS-1 circuits of bandwidth between 2010 and the end of the life of t11e 

transport electronics. , Tk~is scenario is either not credible in wlich case the 

cost study nlust be revised to reflect a lower cost transpo~t systeln (OC-48 or 

OC-12), or the forecast period must be extended to reflect the demand causing 



costs and to provide for a proper allocatioll of transport costs between special 

circuits and switched circuits. The RLECs simn~ly have ignored the iilteilt of 

the Col~unission' s Order. 

Do the revised cost studies of the other WLECs show similar low 

utilization of OC-192 transport systems? 

Yes, I will provide evidence of this as I describe the cost study col-sections. 

Are the RLECs required to prove the validity of their demand forecasts? 

Yes, the demand forecasts are key to the comnputatioa of folward-looking 

ecollolllic costs per minute of use; tllerefore, there can be no proof that cost 

study results colnply with FCC Rules 5 55 1.505 and 5 1.5 1 1 without validation 

of t l~e  forecasts. 

Have the RLECs provided adequate support to validate their demand 

forecasts? 

No. 

Do FCC rules require demand forecasts to extend beyond two years? 

FCC Rule 551.511 requires demand to be projected for a "reasonable 

measuring period" so as to produce forward-looking ecolloillic costs per unit 

of demand that reflect the demand that causes these costs, demand froill the 

incumbellt LEC's ow11 services and those of other telecoi~~tnunicatioi~s 



cmiers. Il~lportantly, it requires that unit costs reflect future denland as 

demand grows and unit costs decline. Given the facts in evidence - 

switched transpoit demand, specialldedicated demand, the 

introduction of n~ultimedia services requiring greater bandwidth and the high 

capacity of OC-192 transport systems, two years is not a reasonable 

measuring period. 

Q. What do you recommend to address these issues regarding the transport 

demand forecasts? 

A. Several actioils are required. First, McCook and the other RLECs must 

substantiate any significant 11 switched transport and total switched 

minutes of use.'g By switched transport nlinutes and total switched 

minutes, McCook has offset the effects of cost study revisions directed by the 

Conu~lission and increased the proposed rates. Second, the RLECs sl~ould 

extend the measuring period beyond 2010 to reflect future demand. I 

recollunend a seven year measuring period, with demand "levelized" over this 

period for the puspose of conlputing forward-looking econonlic costs per unit. 

If the RLECs are unable or unwilling to forecast transport demand for seven 

years, then levelized demand should be calculated assunling that demand 

levels reach an OC-48 transpost system's capacity by the end of life of 

transport electronics. Otherwise, a11 OC- 192 transport systenl is not justified. 



TlGrd, transit circuit demar~d must be forecast for all RLECs. Fourtl~, t l~e  

RLECs should iilclude in their forecasts broadband circuits for nlultinledia 

services expected during the seven year forecast period.30 

CORRECTIONS TO =VISED RLEC COST STUDIES 

Q. Have you corrected the RLEC's revised cost studies to comply with the 

Commission's Order and FCC rules? 

A. Yes. I have corrected the revised cost studies to address all but one of the 

issues that I have identified in t l~e  RLEC's cost study re-suns. I have not 

modified the annual switched tra~lsport minutes per voice tsu& to reflect 

efficient utilization. Absent credible forecasts of tra~~sport demand, I have 

developed altelnative forecasts of transport special and swiicl~ed circuits and 

interoffice cable fibers, which result in more efficient utilization of trmspo~? 

electronics and outside plant. I will describe each of the correctioils in detail. 

Q. Please begin your description of the corrections. 

A. Tlle spreadsheet in Exhibit WCC-S-1 illustrates the cost calculatiolls in the 

revised RLEC cost studies. All data colltailled in the spreadsheets are from 

the RLEC studies. I have not substituted any "outside" data in the 

calculations; i. e., these are the RLEC's own "~lumbers." Costs per nli~lute are 

show11 for the four eleille~lts of transport aid tem~ination (rows 20, 33, 38 and 

30 McCook forecas ircuit for its own operations. Ke~lllebec, Santel and 
West River forecas S-3 special circuit, respectively. None of the RLECs 
projected higher ba~~dwidt l~  circuits that likely will be necessary for DSL, video, etc. 



46) a ~ d  the total cost per ~lzillute is shown on row 48. The values on row 48 

compare with those provided by Mr. Eklmld in Table 13 of l i s  testimony. 

Exhibit WCC-S-2 shows the sane cost calculatio~ls with corrections. I have 

substituted corrected values on certain lines, as necessary. 

Q. Have the RLECs produced any substantive information to prove that 

OC-192 transport systems represent efficient network configuration as 

required by FCC Rule 551.505(b)(1)? 

A. No. 

Q. Are the RLECs required by FCC rules to produce such proof'? 

A. Yes, per $5 1.505(e). The Co~llnlissio~l also required consistency in forecasts 

of transport demand and transport system size. (Order, para. 23.) 

Q. What corrections were made to transport electronics costs? 

A. The size of the transport systenl for each RLEC has been reduced fro~lz an 

OC-192 systenl to an OC-48 transport system. This reduces the total a~mual 

costs of base and line equiplnent on row 8 of Exhibit WCC-S-2 by the 

anlou~lts shown on line 9. 

Q. What evidence supports reducing the size of the transport system? 



1 A. The RLECs forecast voice trunks and special circuits as of 2010. The 

2 following table expresses these forecasts in teims of transport ba~~dwidth in 

DS- 1 circuits. For exanlple, McCook forecast voice trunks, (l DS-0 

4 special circuits, ()I DS- 1 special circuits and DS-3 special circuit. In 

5 addition, transit circuits consisting of S-1 circuits and 

6 were included by McCook. In total, tlGs represents bandwidth o 

7 circuits.31 Values for bandwidth for the other RLECs tra~spoi? demand were 

8 conlputed similarly. 

11 The original and revised RLEC cost studies assunled OC-192 transpoi? 

12 systenls wit11 nonlinal capacity equivalent to 5,376 DS-1 circuits. The table 

13 shows that capacity utilization reflected in the revised cost studies is quite 

14 

16 Q. What is the practical implication of this evidence? 

illfonllatioll prior to the filing of testimony. Dependi 
ciscuits, the qualltity of DS-1s in service is greater t11 sultillg in higher utilizatioll of 
the transpost systein for Kellnebec. The quantities o service for the other RLECs 
illcludes tra1:sit circuits, as appropriate. 



It means that the cost o percent or lllore spare capacity for an OC-192 

transport systenl is being bosne by the expected demand next year, in 201 0. It 

results in transport electronics costs per nlinute well in excess of the total 

ele~nent long-run incremental cost (TELRIC) of transpol-t electronics, and it 

inflates the reciprocal co~npensation rate. 

In continuing to reflect OC-192 transport systems are the revised cost 

studies consistent with the Commission's Order? 

The Conlnlission Order required the RLECs to file a new transport demand 

forecast consistent wit11 requirenlents for a11 OC-192 transport systenl (Order, 

para. 23). The RLECs have not done this. In fact, nowhere in the testinlony 

do the RLECs even attempt to justify the OC-192 transpost system. Rather, 

they silnply use the OC- 192 system again without explanation. To retunl wit11 

demand forecasts representing a snzall fraction of transport system capacity 

fails to denlonstrate that the cost studies reflect the lowest cost configuration 

of transport electronics and fails to conlply with the Conunission's Order. 

Might the RLECs argue that an OC-192 transport system is required to 

serve future demand? 

If such an argument was going to be made, it should have been made, 

demonstrated, when the RLEC witnesses originally filed testimony. If such 

an argument is made, the RLECs should produce credible forecasts beyond 

201 0 to prove it, and Alltel should be pe~~ilitted a chance to respond to it. In 



addition, forward-looking econonlic costs per unit must be calculated based 
, I  

on the greater demand in the future to avoid burdening the reciprocal 

conlpensation rate wit11 costs caused by fume demand. FCC Rule $5 1.5 11 

requires this. 

How was an OC-48 transport system selected to correct the cost studies? 

The table above shows that 2010 transport demand results in utilization of an 

OC-48 system ranging from percent. Utilization for a smaller OC- 

12 system would be percent. The OC-48 system size was selected to 

allow for future growth in tra1lspo1-t~ as the OC-12 syste~n appeared too s~nall 

for McCook and possibly s~nall for others. 

Please describe the basis for the annual costs removed on row nine of 

Exhibit WCC-S-2. 

The amounts of annual costs reinoved fro111 base and line equiplnent costs are 

calculated using the RLEC's own cost data. OC-192 line equipment has an 

investnle~lt of per exchange. TlGs is for two OC-192 optical interface 

cards. The OC-48 line equip~nent has an investinent of 

48 optical interface cards. This is a difference in invest~neilt of 

excl~ange. This anount was inultiplied times the ilunber of exchanges or 

locations wit11 optical interface cards, and t l~e  associated annual costs were 

calculated to a ~ ~ i v e  at the anlount to reinove fro111 the cost study. The anlount 

sellloved from the McCook cost study in cell B9 was coinputed as follows: 



Q. Are these corrections reasonable? 

A. Yes. The col-sections reflect a transport systeln (OC-48) wit11 ercent 

spase capacity in 2010 based on tlle RLECs' forecasts. So, there is anlple 

capacity for future growth. Annual cost anlouts removed from the cost study 

are based on the RLEC cost data. 

Q. What is the next correction to transport electronics costs? 

A. The percentages of total transport electronics costs distributed between special 

circuits and switcl~ed circuits were corrected. As show11 in Exlibit WCC-S-1, 

the percentages of base and line equip~nent costs distributed to voice t r d s  

range from percent for thee  RLECs, and percent for 

Kennebec. Tlle percentages for tributary equipment, which exclude demand 

for transit circuits, range from percent. These perceiltages are 

based on the lllethod discussed previously in wlich special circuit rate 

equivalents are i~llproperly used to equate special circuit demand wit11 

switched circuit demand. I have used the correct nlethod that I described to 

develop percentages for distributing tra~~spol-t electronics costs. In addition, I 

have projected the RLECs' transport demand beyond 2010. The table sho\vn 

on the followillg page sllows the calculations used to compute the percentages 

on rows 13 and 14 of Exlibit WCC-S-2. 





1 I will describe the corrections for McCook as an exanlple. The col-rected 

2 percentage of McCook tra~~sport electro~lics costs for base and line equipnlent 

3 attributable to switched circuits is LI percent conlpared to 

4 the cost study re-run. Tlis value is conlputed by dividing 

5 transpost circuits by total DS- 1 circuits and rate equivalents. These 

6 values are computed as follows: 

The quantity of DS-1 special cimuits is the sun1 of l ~ c ~ o o k  DS-1 

special circuits and a ~ l l i a l c e  DS-1 transit circuits. The 

circuits is the sun1 of 

transit circuits and a 

beyond 20 10. 

Please explain the additional DS-3 circuits estimated beyond 2010. 

111 revising their cost studies, the RLECs have not produced credible transport 

demand forecasts. The demand projections are linlited to 2010 and results in 

nlinilnal utilization of an OC-192 transport system. To colllply with the 

Conu~lission Order and FCC Rule 85 1.5 11 demand nlust be projected for a 



reasonable nleasuring period. The additional DS-3 circuits represent the 

growth in demand, levelized over a seven year ineaswing period, necessary to 

utilize an OC-48 transport system. 

On what basis did you select seven years as a measuring period? 

Transport electronics have a a y e a r  life. Since tra~~sport electrollics capacity 

is sized to serve future demand over the ear life, il~vestlllellt and costs are 

caused by demand over that period. Unlike a measusing period limited to 

20 10, a seven year period reflects demand causing transport electronics costs 

over much the plant life. It provides a window for reflecting growth in 

services requiring broadband transport, which the denland forecasts in the 

revised cost studies do not reflect. It allows for growth in plant utilizatioll to 

provide for absob$ion of spare capacity costs. As described earlier, the 

revised cost studies place extraordinary cost burdens for spare capacity on 

near term de~~mand. And, it yields forward-looking econolnic costs per u i t  of 

demand that are "levelized" over a reasonable portion of the plant life - not 

too long to risk cost recovery, but long eaougl~ to avoid excessively high 

short-iun. costs. 

Would it be reasonable to use a shorter planning period? 

A coilcell1 with a shol-ter pla111ling period is that the RLECs justify their large 

transpol-t systems on future growtll, ~lzuch of wlich is expected to occur 

beyond the next few years. To properly associate costs wit11 the demand 



causing the costs, the nleasurillg period must be sufficient to capture this 

growtl~. I would not reconmlend a measusing period of less than five years. 

Q. How were the additional DS-3 circuit amounts calculated? 

A. The table below sllows the calculations used to conlpute levelized transport 

demand over the seven year planning period and the additional DS-3 circuit 

growth required for aclxieving this demand. The RLEC cost studies have been 

coi~ected to reflect OC-48 transport systems. Tlle assu~nption is made that by 

the end of the ten year life of transpol-t electronics each RLEC will have 

reached 85 percent utilization of the OC-48 system's capacity of 1,344 DS-1 

circuits (= 48 DS-3s X 28 DS-ls/DS-3). 

Tlze RLECs have asserted that they require OC-192 transport systems, so an 

assumption of 85 percent utilization of an OC-48 transport system is not 

unseasonable. Tlxis represents only 21 percent utilization of the systenl the 

RLECs say they require due to future It seems reasonable to 

assume that each RLEC expects to have reached at least 1,142 DS-1 circuits 

of bandwidth in service by the end of ten years. 

The RLECs have forecast the DS-1 circuit bandwidtl~ they expect for 2010. 

Using McCook as the example, its demand can be expected to grow from 

DS-1s at the end of next year to 1,142 DS-1s in ten years. Average growth 

33 21% = (85% X 1,344 DS-ls/OC-48 system) / 5,376 DS-ls/OC-192 system. 



per year is m ~ s - 1  s. Assuming aaddi t ional  DS-1s per year, the table 

determines DS-1s in seivice at the end of each year for seven years, such that 

McCoolc's demand has reached DSls after seven years. Note this is 

percent utilization of the OC-48 system and only b e r c e i l t  utilization of the 

OC-192 system McCook says it requires. 

In the next step, annual demand is weighted by present worth factors to reflect 

the time value of money. An percent discount rate is used from the 

RLEC cost studies. The sum of the present wol-tll values of demand is then 

multiplied times an annuity factor for seven years. This produces a levelized 

demand value o f m s -  1 s over the seven year measuring period. 
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Why is a levelized demand value being calculated? 

This is a technique used to comnpute costs per unit of demand that reflect the 

time value of money. Demand in the eas-ly years is given more weight than 

demand in the later years. For exanlple, McCookys lower demand in 2010 of 

DS-1s is weighted by a factor of whereas demand in tlle seventh 

year o DS- 1 s is weighted by a factor of The metl~od also takes 

into consideration the rislts of forecasting demand over time, as demand in t l~e  

seventlth year carries about half the weight of demand in the first year 

What is the next step? 

After the levelized denland in DS-1 s 017er the seven year measuring period is 

deterlnined, the RLECys forecast demand as of 201 0 is subtracted from this 

anlount to compute the additional DS-1s of demand after 2010. For McCook 

this value i s m  additional DS-1 s (= 

17 Additional demand for the other RLECs ranges 

18 

ed d e m a ~ ~ d  lllust be recalculated after Kelulebec provides the 
transit circuits by ba~~dwidth. The DSls in sewice @ 2010 will 

The DSls in service @ end of sellrice life will renlain at 
system. After subseque nges to the calculations, 

Kel~llebec's levelized delllalld is expected to be higher t1-1a11 Sls, resultillg in lower 
transport costs per minute. 



1 Q. Why is the additional demand for bandwidth expressed in DS-3s, rather 

2 than leaving it in terms of DS-ls? 

3 A. This is done for two reasons. First, measusing tlle additional demand in DS-3s 

4 provides a lllore conservative estinlate of the rate equivalent DS-1s to be 

5 added to the forecast. If left at the DS-1 level, the additional demand for 

6 McCook represents I D S - 1 s .  By converting t l ~ e l ~ ~ - l s  ~ O ~ D S - 3 s .  

8 equivalent, the rate equivalents added to McCook's forecast is 

9 equivalent special circuits. Second, additional denland beyond 2010 is likely 

10 to be in broadband services, and DS-3 circuits are nlore representative of 

11 future broadband demand tllan DS-1 circuits. 

13 Q. After computing the additional DS-3 circuits to reach levelized demand 

14 over seven years, how were these values used in the calculations? 

15 A. Tl~e additional DS-3 circuits were added to each RLECs DS-3 special circuit 

16 demand used to conlpute the percentage of transpost electro~lics costs 

17 distributed to switched circuits. 

18 

19 Q. Is the addition of DS-3 circuits for future growth consistent with the 

20 Commission's Order? 

21 A. Yes. Tlle Colnlnission required new denla~~d forecasts to be filed consistent 

22 with the size of tlle transport systenl used in the cost studies. The K E C  

23 demand forecasts do not justify OC-192 transport systems, so OC-48 systenls 



have been substituted. The additional demand added to the RLECs' 2010 

deinand forecast are co~lsistent with the level of growth that would justify OC- 

48 systems. 

Q. If the RLECs maintain that OC-192 transport systems are necessary, 

what do you recommend? 

A. In this case, the RLECs illust develop new dema~ld forecasts beyond 2010 that 

are co~lsiste~lt with requirenlents for OC- 192 trailsport. I reconul~e~ld a seven 

year ~lleasuring period and the calculatio~l of levelized demand over tlGs 

period. Tlle RLECs should be required to fully docu~lleilt the forecasts and 

dellionstrate the credibility of the forecasts. 

Q. Are your calculations to correct the percentages of transport electronics 

costs attributed switched circuits the only ones in the record consistent 

with the Commission's Order? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Have you changed the annual switched transport minutes in the revised 

cost studies, and if so, why? 

A. The annual switched tra11spo1-t illi~lutes have been rehulled to the origi~zal cost 

study values. These are show11 011 row 21 of Exhibit WCC-S-2. There are 

several reasons for this change. Voice tiw'lk utilization (annual switched 



transport minutes per trunk) were low and inefficient in the original cost 

study. Alltel raised this issue, and the Conllnissioll in its Order directed no 

changes to ilnprove voice trunk utilization. Iil the revised cost studies, the 

RLECs have reduced trunk utilizatioil by percent, witl~out any 

explanation. So, poor utilization has been made worse. In addition, wllile 

aimual switched transport minutes have dropped, the RLECs illaintaiiled the 

nml~ber of voice trunks to serve the demand. Again, no explanation was given 

for nlaintailziilg tmIk capacity while denland fell. 

Have the RLECs provided evidence to substantiate the new forecasts of 

switched transport minutes? 

Two days before the filing of tlis testinlony (July 1, 2009) I received 

additional iilfoinlation the RLECs produced related to their forecasts of 

switched millutes. This illfonnatioil was provided in response to Alltel's 

second set of data requests.35 TI& infollnatioll provided additional details on 

trends in s~vitcl~ed transport and total switched minutes. I have beell able to 

analyze the McCook infoinlation and found that it did not adequately 

substantiate McCook's forecasts. I will describe t l ~ s  infolillation later in 

discussing corrections to termination costs. 

Have the RLECs provided evidence to demonstrate that voice trunk 

quantities in the cost studies represent efficient configuration? 

35 It appears the illfonl~atioll was elnailed to Alltel coullsel the previous day. 



No. 

Are the RLECs obligated to prove efficient configuration of voice trunk 

quantities in the cost studies? 

Yes, per 55 1.505(b)(l). 

What do you recommend with respect to the new measures of switched 

transport minutes in the cost studies? 

The RLECs should be required to project dellza~~d for switched transport 

minutes (as well as total switched millutes) beyond 2010. As with transport 

dema~ld, these projectio~ls ~llust be credible and supported by docunle~ltation 

to substantiate the forecasts. The Co1l111lissio1l required co~lsistency between 

transport demand and the size of the tra~lsport system. Likewise, the RLECs 

should be required to show collsiste~lcy between switched transport lllillutes 

and voice trullk quantities. 

I11 previous testhnolly, I reco~lxllended use of the benclul~ark of 108,000 

annual minutes per t ~ u ~ l k  from 55 1.5 13 of the FCC rules. As the Colml~issio~l 

has cllosen not to use this benclxnark, the RLECs should, therefore, produce 

measures of expected trunk utilization versus trunk capacity (e.g., in busy 

hour CCS per trunk) to denlonstrate efficient levels of tmlk utilization. 

What are the results of the corrections to transport electronics costs? 



1 A. As sllown on row 20 of Exhibit WCC-S-2, corrected transport electronics 

costs range from per minute. Any inlproven~e~lt in voice 

3 trunk utilization will furtller reduce these costs. 

6 Q. Did the Commission address the allocation of transport outside plant 

7 costs to voice traffic? 

8 A. In paragraph 30 of the Order the Colnnlission stated the following: 

9 Tlle next issue regarding transport outside plant costs concerns the 
10 allocation of transport costs to voice traffic. Alltel Ex. 2 at 80. 
11 The Co~mnission finds that its decision on tlGs issue is tlle ssu'lle as 
12 its decision regarding the calculation and apportion of demand for 
13 transport electro~lics. 
14 

15 The Conmission's statement, in my view, means that a credible forecast of 

16 demand for outside plant or interoffice cable fibers is to be prepared, and the 

17 forecast is to be consistent wit11 the size of interoffice cable (fibers per cable) 

18 in the cost study. 

20 Q. Did the RLECs produce forecasts of interoffice cable demand to 

2 1 substantiate the interoffice cable size reflected in the cost studies? 

22 A. No. 

24 Q. What interoffice cable demand was used in the revised cost studies? 

25 A. Past quantities of fibers in service for transport systems, special purposes and 

26 CATV were used. These were tlle saine values as in the original cost studies. 



How does interoffice cable demand influence transport outside plant costs 

in the reciprocal compensation rate? 

Row 26 of Exhibit WCC-S-1 sl~osvs percentages of total cable costs 
" .  

attributable to interoffice transport systems. These range from 

percent, mea~ling that these percentages of total cable costs ase assigned to the 

transport systems carsying mobile-to-land traffic. The percentages are based 

on the ratios of past fiber miles used by interoffice transport systems to total 

fiber nliles used by interoffice transport systems, special pusposes and CATV. 

Tlle percentages are not forward-looking and do not reflect future dema~~d for 

interoffice cable fibers. The RLECs are, in effect, inlplyiag there will be no 

additional dema~ld .for fibers in the future. 

Is this consistent with the assumed interoffice cable size in the cost 

studies? 

No, the original and revised cost studies assume that all interoffice cables are 

I t f i b e r  buried cables. The table below shows the maximun nunlber of fibers 

in service by RLEC. 
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The ICennebec and Santel cost studies reflect at most fibers in service, 

'dark" fibers. McCook and West River have at most 

fibers, respectively, in service in any sectioil of interoffice cable. This low 

utilization of cable fibers results in high transport outside plant costs per 

minute. 

Have you corrected the cost studies? 

Yes. Given the low quantities of fibers in service and the lack of a demaild 

forecast by the RLECs, it is questionable wl~eth fiber cable is required. 

One alternative for correcting the cost studies is to reduce the cable size to 

fiber cable, or smaller, consistent wit11 fiber demand. This would lower the 

outside plant investment and costs, while leaving constant the distribution of 

costs between the transport systenl and other uses. RLEC iafonnation to 

compute investments and costs for reduced cable sizes are not available. 



The alternative is to maintain the assmnption of ber cable, but to increase 

demand. This is the approach that I have used. Future demand is assumed to 

reach a f i b e r s  or half the capacity of the ilfiber cable. Certainly, if the 

RLECs assert that ber cables are required, it is reasonable to assume 

future deinai~d of at 

For McCook with ~lliles of interoffice cable this lneans demand will reach 

fibers per cable X miles of cable). Iilteroffice 

transpo1-t systems, based on McCook's costs study, will utilize 

TICS represents percent of total fiber ~niles in service. The re~naiiling 

erceilt of fiber lniles are assu~ned to be for existing demand ofmf iber  

nliles for special purpose and CATV, plus ber nliles used by otllers for 

h tme  growth. Similar percentages are coinputed for the other thee  RLECs, 

and these values are substituted in row 28 of Exhibit WCC-S-2. 

Must the RLECs modify the allocation of transport outside plant costs? 

Yes, the allocations in the revised cost studies fail to co~nply with the 

Co~lvnissio~l Order and FCC Rules § $5 1.505(b)(l) sllld 5 1.5 1 1. 

fiber cables are not justified by the denland in the revised cost studies, and the 

percentage of transport outside plant costs assigned to switch traffic does not 

reflect the hture demand tl~at supposedly justifies 



Q. Are the other corrections for transport outside plant similar to those for 

transport electronics? 

A. Yes, the values on rows 29 and 34 of Exhibit WCC-S-2 ase the sane as those 

on rows 13 and 21. 

Q. What are the values for corrected transport outside plant costs? 

A. Corrected values shown on rows 35 range from er 

minute. Low transpol? outside plant costs are to be expected when demand 

for OC-48 transpol? systenls and fiber interoffice cables are projected for a II 
reasonable lneasuring period. 

Q. Have you prepared cost study corrections with and without switch 

processor costs? 

A. Yes. T11e new evidence produced by the RLECs shows two essential facts. 

First, when initial total switched minutes are substantially there is no 

change in switcl~ processor iilvestnlent and costs. Second, future total 

switched minutes are expected to such that future usage will not place 

pressure on capacity or cause additional investnlent and costs. Tlis evidence 

supports the finding that switch processor costs ase not usage sensitive. 

Furthel-nlore, the RLECs have produced no substantive evidence to prove 

otl~erwise. Their witnesses have nlerely testified that switches are sized based 

on usage, wit11 no engineering evidence to suppoi? these assertions. For these 



reasons, I have produced one set of corrections with the usage-sensitive 

percentage of switch processor costs changed to zero, resulting in switch 

processor costs of $0.0000 per minute. 

Switch trunk investment and costs continue to be included in the cost study as 

usage-sensitive. However, the annual switched lninutes on row 39 have been 

returned to the original cost study values, because the RLECs have failed to 

offer adequate proof or basis for the reductions in switched nlinutes of use. 

Switch trunk costs per minute in the coi-rected cost studies range from 

er minute. 

Q. Why do you consider the basis for the reductions in switched minutes to 

be inadequate? 

A. As I indicated earlier, I received 011 July 1, 2009 infoilnation regarding trends 

in switched mninutes. Given the limited time, I have analyzed McCookYs 

infonnation and prepared ExlGbit WCC-S-3. The exhibit shows that in 2006, 

McCook had total annual switched minutes. This is the quantity 

in the original cost study. The cost study also reflected lines in selvice. 

The resulting annual switched niinutes per line were which is a 

reasonable amount of switch usage per line.36 

~olllbeti;ors'~apacity to ~ b s i r b  Rapid Delna~~d Growtl~," June 20, 1990, p.lb. Filed in CC 
Docket No. 90-132. "The typical residence generates about 3 to 5 CCS per station during the 



In the revised cost study, McCook has lowered total aimual switched inhutes 

to The revised cost study contillues to show lines in 

sewice. This results in annual switched nlinutes per line. Tlis equates 

to only 2.3 BH CCS per line or well below a ilonllal range. 

Even if lines in seivice have decreased (and McCook has not revealed this), 

the changes in EAS and local ininutes in Exlibit WCC-S-3 are dranlatic. 

Local minutes, excluding ternlinating cellular minutes, dropped from alnlost 

T11e forecast suggests that in the 

explanation for this, or the It also is not cel-tain that 

all switched traffic is included. For these reasons, the McCook cost study 

(and the other E E C  cost studies) were coi-sected using the original switched 

nlinutes that showed reasollable switch usage per access line 

, *  

CONCLUSIONS 

Q. After all corrections, what are the RLEC forward-looking economic 

costs? 

busy hour, and tl~e typical business about twice that a~nount." The Iiwin Handbook of 
Telecollllllu~licatio~ls Ma~~aaement, Janles Henry Green, McGraw-Hill Professional, Edition 
3,2001, p. 504. 



Following is the table that I presented earlier during the summary of my 

testimony: 

Transport and Termination Costs Per Minute 

Corrected Cost Study Re-Runs 
wlo Removal of w l  Removal of 

Cost Study Re- Switch Processor Switch Processor 

W11en the RLEC cost studies are corrected for the errors in the calculation of 

transport costs and retunling their switched nlinutes to original cost study 

values, their transport and termination costs range from 

per mi~lute. I believe that the substantial reduction in switch usage, with no 

change in switcl~ processor costs, raises the question of whetl~er these costs 

are usage-sensitive. Wlleil switch processor costs are removed, transport and 

tellllination costs range froill per minute. I understand the 

Co~lmlissioa decided the issue of usage-sensitive switcl~iing costs in its Order; 

l~owever, given the significance of this issue to the rate, I ask that the new 

evidence revealed by the cost study revisions required by the Conurnission be 

considered. 

Does this conclude your testimony? 

Yes, it does. 
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